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Study traps that students fall into
1. Compare yoursel f wi th others

Posted by Martin in Unversity blog

Comparisons generally serve as excuses, because we’re all different. It makes
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no difference how those around you complete their study. It’s one thing to get
helpful hints from them, but it’s another thing to complain that you have it
worse. And it’s fruitless to try emulating the style of someone you know, be-

cause they are leading a different life. Place a focus on what benefits you, not
what you see benefitting someone else. By all means try out different ways of
working, but make sure the onus is placed firmly on to you.
2. Bow to Peer Pressure
Q – Why did the monkey fall out of the tree?

A – Because it was dead.

to Strangers?

Q – Why did the second monkey fall out of the tree?

Need help studying

A – Because it was tied to the first monkey.
Q – Why did the third monkey fall out of the tree?
A – Peer pressure.

Helikx,
149, Alamelu Nagar,
Pagalpatty,
Muthunaicken patty Road,
Salem -636304.

This joke is one of my all time favorites. Not because I laugh out loud, but because it makes a good point. Peer pressure is a weakness, not a strength. We all
bow to it occasionally, but needn’t do so on a regular basis, especially at important times. You hold the key to how much revision you need to do and you
have the tools to balance your life. When it’s important to knuckle down, stay
strong.
3. Have a closed mind

0427 6532870
+91 98427 33318

Old sayings often hold an element of truth and sense to them. Take this one:
“If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again.”
It’s an old saying, but one we should recognize and use. We all too often give up

info@helikx.com
www.helikx.com

at the first hurdle. And even if we’re persistent, it doesn’t always transpire to try
a different method in order to clear the obstacle. Success is not a given and it
comes with a lot of failure too. Take the Virgin brand of products. There have
been a number of flops over the years, but you can’t seriously call Richard Branson a failure.
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Simplified Strategies
Am very much de-lighted to see you all through our official Newsletter Aadhar...
We have successfully completed our 1st phase of our new project @ Sudharsan Engineering
college, Pudukkotai, trainin g th e Staff m em bers on Cou nselin g sk ills an d B ridge
Program for 1st year Engineering students.
Out-Bound Programme has started creeping. It’s a Good start to have a 3-day program for

PSGCAS, BBM students @ Coorg, Karnataka.
As Counseling skills plays a vital role in today’s context, we have started initiating the Certification Course on Counseling Skills in Top schools and colleges. I personally appreciate
those institutions for taking up this initiative and giving importance to the students’ development.
Looking forward for all your guidance and support for our new initiatives and projects.
Thank you once again.

G. Senthilkumar, Chairm an, Helikx

The

BP

(Bridge Program )

Behavior
mapping

@ Sudharsan Engineering College, Pudukottai for
1st year Engineering Students.

Responsibility
Enhancement

Internal
Motivation

Dress Up
(Personal Grooming)

Goal
Setting

Emotions
(Cope Up and Manage)

Out-Bound Training for PSG College
of Arts and Science, Coim batore.
3-day Out-Bound Training conducted for Final year BBM
students of PSGCAS, Coimbatore. Activities on Risk management, Time management, Stress management, Emotional management etc conducted for 50 students.

Soft skills training @ Annapoorana
Engineering, Salem.
1st year Engineering students of Annapoorana Engineering College got trained on Transition management, Goal
Setting, Behavior Mapping, Grooming etc.
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How to talk to a Professor

Talking to a professor–out of genuine
curiosity, a genuine interest in learning, a genuine desire to improve–is one
of the smartest things a college student can do. While some professors

Page 3

Posted by Micheal leddy in life hacks

2. Few Familiar Sentence to Avoid:
“Will this affect my marks?” Whatever
“this” is, it will play a part in your
marks.

life hacks unrelated to course content:
Move your alarm clock away from your
bed. Use Post-it notes to mark up the
reading. Get a planner. Break a big
task into smaller tasks. Hit Control-F

are genuinely unapproachable, many

How much or how little depends upon

to find each coordinating conjunction

are happy to talk to students. Here are

the rest of your work

and decide whether it needs a comma.

five points to consider when you’re

“Can I still get a B?” This question will

4. If you want to talk to a professor in

usually lead a professor to think that

some other way–about a question that

your grade-point average, not learn-

you didn’t get to

talking to a professor.
1. Be Mannerly.
Before asking “What are your office

ing, is your priority.

ask in class or an idea that you want to

hours?”, check your syllabus. If hours

“I’m an A student.” Grade inflation is

discuss–just do the best you can. Your

aren’t listed or won’t work, ask your

widespread, and some of those As may

professor will very likely meet your

professor when he or she can meet

not be the most accurate evaluations

genuine interest with kindness and

with you. A reasonable professor will

of your work. Even if they are, your

encouragement. (If not, find another

understand that office hours cannot

professor won’t grade you on the basis

professor!).

accommodate every student’s sched-

of your reputation.

ule.

5.

Ending the conversation can be

3. If you are having difficulty in a

tricky.

When you arrive, knock on the door,

course, let your professor know that

things up for you, while others will be

even if it’s open, and greet your pro-

you realize it, and ask what you can do

happy to just keep talking. In other

fessor by name. I’m always slightly

to improve. When I talk with students,

words, a signal that you’re “dismissed”

amazed when a student walks into my

I find that it’s almost always possible

may not be coming. So don’t hesitate

office without saying a word and waits

to offer specific suggestions that can

to take the initiative in bringing the

for me to say something. If my back is

make the work go better. These sug-

conversation to an end, especially if

to the door, it’s downright weird.

gestions often involve common-sense

you have other obligations.

Some

professors
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Need Help for Studying ???
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Sounds Familiar, Here are some Ideas
to get you thinking about preparing for
First semester exams.
Part 1: Manage your Time
How much time should you devote to
studying? A recent survey in the Chronicle of Higher Education suggested that
students are not studying enough. So,
how much is enough? High school stu-

dents should assume that their education is a full-time job, then they should
spend about 25 hours/week on it outside of class.
You should spread that out over the
week. Suppose you decide to study Sunday through Thursday evenings, taking
Fridays and Saturdays off (from studying, that is). Dividing that 25 hours by
those 5 days gives you 5 hours of study-

ing?

that is suggested to use to be able to
distinguish my own questions or com-

ing per night. If you think that's too

Taking complete notes will require you

much, then plan on studying in the af-

to write fairly quickly and, as a conse-

ternoons, too, or some of Saturday.

quence, to use abbreviations.

Part 2: Taking and Rewriting Notes

send text messages on your cell phone,

Good studying at home begins with

that you understand. Use them when

By the way, if you have a question, es-

good notes taken in class. Just as every-

you take notes in class! The key idea in

pecially if you need clarification of

one has a different learning style, differ-

abbreviating is to use abbreviations that

something that the teacher said or

ent teachers have different teaching

will make sense to you. You can put an

wrote, ask it! Do not be embarrassed

styles: Some teachers lecture, some

abbreviation key in the margin of your

about asking it! You can guarantee you

lead discussions, some "facilitate" indi-

notebook for any abbreviations that you

that there will be at least one other stu-

vidual work (as in a lab), etc. Conse-

make up on the spot.

dent in the class (and often many more)

quently, different classroom settings
will require different note-taking tech-

niques. But the suggestions here are
general enough to work in most situations. The key idea of taking good notes

If you

then you know the sort of abbreviations

Yet another key idea of note-taking is

that you don't have to be neat; your
notes only have to be legible enough to
be able to read your notes a few hours

in class is to write down as much as

(or, at most, a few days) later.

possible. There are several reasons to

If you have a question or something

take notes that are as complete as pos-

comes to mind as you're taking notes,

sible:

you have two choices: You can contrib-



ute to the class discussion by asking

It will force you to pay attention to
what's going on in class.




It will keep you awake (!)
There will be less that you'll have to
remember.



your question, Or you can jot your question down and wait for the lesson to end
to see if it’s answered. One reason that
you should always put your question or

comment in your notes is so that you
won't forget it; you can then always

Should you concentrate on taking

bring it up later, either in class or one-

notes or should you concentrate on

on-one with the teacher or a fellow stu-

understanding what you are learn-

dent in a study group. One technique

ments from the rest of the notes is to

put them in the margin and/or to surround them with big, bold square brackets [like this.]

who will be extremely grateful to you
for having asked the very same question
that they were too embarrassed to ask,
and they will come to view you as wise
and brave for having asked it.
By the way, if you have a question, especially if you need clarification of
something that the teacher said or
wrote, ask it! Do not be embarrassed
about asking it! You can guarantee you
that there will be at least one other student in the class (and often many more)
who will be extremely grateful to you
for having asked the very same question
that they were too embarrassed to ask,
and they will come to view you as wise
and brave for having ask it.
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Need Help Studying ??? Contd…. from Page 4

Page 5
slowly again.
Make notes in the margin. If you
find that this is especially helpful, copy
the pages you are reading and use the

margin for any notes or hints that will
help you when you review. It may seem
a bit costly, but money well spent for
those who cannot remember everything
they read.
The best technique for active reading is
to keep a notebook. In addition to
(taking notes on a passage, copy it—
verbatim—into your notebook. Be sure
to write down the page numbers of
each passage that you copy. Then, write
down—at length and in detail—your
comments on the passage. (use a pen
Don’t just study you notes rewrite

ask it in class next time! Use this oppor-

for the text and a pencil for your per-

them!

tunity to (re-)organize your notes in a

sonal commentary.) These notes can

more logical or coherent fashion. You

then be used later if you write a term

could write your permanent notes in an

paper or research paper that discusses

outline form that is suitable for you.

the material in the text. etc.)

PART 3: Order to Study & Location

Read BEFORE and AFTER class.

Of course you should study your class
notes at home; but just (re-)reading

them is too passive. Studying must be
active. It is all too easy when just reading passively to have your mind wander
or even to fall asleep. Moreover, notes
are often incomplete or sketchy; just
reading such notes won't help. If you

wait too long after you take them, they
may very well be illegible or incomprehensible. Finally, if you don't do some-

Study

hard

subjects

first. Each

night (or day) when studying or doing
your homework, do those subjects first
for which you need to be alert and energetic. Leave the easier, or more fun,
subjects to later.

class in which it will be discussed, so
that you are familiar with its contents.
Then (re-)read it after class using the
slow and active method. If time permits,
you can cut corners by only reading it—
slowly and actively—after class.

thing active with your notes, you run

Study in a quiet place, with as few

the risks of having unorganized notes or

distractions as possible. Do not listen to

of misplacing them.

music or TV: It is virtually impossible to

The main idea behind re-writing your

Read it (perhaps quickly) before the

do two things at once if one of them is

Upcoming Programs:

studying.

KSR College of

more legible and organized) is that the

Part 4: Read Texts Actively & Slowly

Technology - MBA

very act of copying them is one of the

Before & After Class!!

"raw" class notes (besides making them

best ways of studying them! Further
study of your class notes can then be

done from these "cooked" ones that are
neater, more legible, more organized,
and more complete.

Actively,

not

passively. Don't just

read the text straight through without
thinking about what you're reading. If



Team Dynamics



Motivation



Selling and Negotiation Skills

you read without thinking, I guarantee
that your mind will eventually wander

Use this opportunity to fill in gaps

off, your eyes will eventually glaze over,

from your memory while they are

and you will fall asleep—it's a form of

Maharaja Arts and Science College

still fresh in mind. You m ay FIND

self-hypnosis. So you must read active-



that you have questions, perhaps some-

ly.

thing you missed or don't understand,
or even a "substantive" question. If so,
good! Make a note of your question and

Placement training for
all Final year students

Read Slowly. T he First step in reading actively is to read slowly. If you still
don’t understand it, then re-read it
Newsletter Aadhar...
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10 Reasons, why you should talk to Strangers?
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From our Childhood we follow a Golden rule
and instructed by our parents that “Don’t
talk to strangers while going to school or
while leaving the school”. We still don't take
time to acknowledge strangers . We sit Silently while travelling or just pass time by
listen to music or watching videos online
using our gadgets.
Here are the benefits of disobeying the

childhood rule and how taking to the
strangers can make your life a whole lot
better.
1.Faster Commutes
Talking to strangers can be the entertainment you need to pass the time on the boring commute to and from work. It’s like real
life Facebook updates in front of your face.
Start a conversation, about absolutely anything, and watch your commute fly by. Just
make sure you don’t miss your stop.

2. Improved Networks
Talking to strangers provides endless opportunities to enhance your own personal and
professional networks. In today’s world
of who you know, not what you know – the
person on the bus could be your greatest
asset.
3. Better Confidence
Talking to strangers can help you overcome
fears and confidence issues you never
thought possible. Approaching strangers, or
just turning your head and talking to someone sat next you can be extremely liberating. It will take you past the crippling fear of
being judged and make it routine. You’ll be
amazed at how much carry over this has to
other parts of your life.
4. Become More Assertive
That added confidence could also make you
more assertive. The more relaxed you feel
talking and sharing with someone you don’t
know – the easier it is to address problem

situations. Instead of saying ‘Just leave it’

when a colleague wrongs you or restaurant

getting their views can turn yours around in

over charges you, you have the assertive-

no time – thus expanding your mind, and

ness to fix the problem.

your own knowledge.

5. Be A Better Listener

8. Relatable Advice

Talking to strangers allows you to perfect

Talking to strangers allows you to draw off

two important life skills: asking questions

the experiences of others. Think of your

and listening. Talking to strangers isn’t all

encounters as short, living biographies.

about you talking. But about asking those

There is a lot to learn from the stories of

questions, learning from them – and listen-

others: their ups, downs, failures and suc-

ing wholeheartedly to their answers.

cesses. Chances are, their advice is a lot

6. Create Stronger Connections with
People

9. Unexpected Ideas

Talking to strangers allows you to practice

Talking to strangers can provide you with

connecting with people on a personal level.

endless inspiration for old problems and

Asking questions, listening and appreciating

generate new ideas. Off the cuff remarks,

the time you have with someone. In the

insane

world of social media – where we connect

problems and general chitchat can be the

with more people, but see them less – this is

spark you need to send your creativity in to

an important skill to hone.

overdrive.

7. Fresh Perspectives

10. Random Acts of Kindness

Talking to strangers can be a kick in the

The greatest aspect of talking to strangers is

backside. It can take your old views on

this: it gives you the power to make some-

something and completely shatter them.

one smile from ear to ear, each and every

There is always someone out there who

day. You are able to give out that small com-

knows more about the subject than you, and

pliment, the piece of encouragement or buy

Behavioral Training @ KKP Mills, Namakkal.
Employee Development program conducted for the workers of KKP mills
on Work Life Balance, Behavior and Attitudinal change and Personal
Grooming and Habits.

more applicable to your life.

social

commentaries,

day-to-day

someone a coffee – that could turn a
strangers day around completely.

Posted by James Johnson in life hacks
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